For Installation instructions and specifications sheets,
please visit our web site at www.HirschGlassCorp.com
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Unrefined yet exquisite, Raw Elegance takes a daring approach to what is truly “avant-garde”. Utilizing our proprietary technology, Raw Elegance is the result of molten glass in its natural state combined with sumptuous colors to create the standard for luxurious design.

Tile size: A 4” x 8”  Tile size: B 4” x 16”  Tile size: C 4” x 24”
3/8” thickness. Loose

Products shown above are a full piece each size.
Sophisticated Funk

Stylish and exciting with a dynamic range of tile sizes, Sophisticated Funk unites rich design in magnificent colors creating a line that is prevalent for those with discriminating taste.

Tile size: A 4” x 8”  
Tile size: B 4” x 16”  
Tile size: C 4” x 24”  
Tile size: D 16” x 24”

1/4” thickness. Loose

Products shown above are a full piece of 16” x 24”
Our Tiffany Glass Tile and Panels unite art with function. The stained glass is laminated to a clear back of float glass. This large format may also be used with a back light or where light and privacy are desired.

Tile size: 6" x 24", 3/8" thickness
Custom sizes and colors are available upon request

Tile size: 3" x 6", 3/8" thickness. Loose

*Shown offset pattern
Designed in today’s most fashionable colors and shapes, the Vogue Collection suggests the impressionist shimmer of reflected light.
Allure

A fascinating shape combined with an enticing color palette of frosted glass and shimmer glass, the Allure Collection has the power to attract and bring interest to any space.

Chip size: 6” x 1 1/2”, 1/4” thickness. Sheet size: 11 1/2” x 15”

Photos shown above are full sheet
Opulence unites the magnificent color and motion of art glass with random sizes for unlimited design possibilities. Variation in color, swirl and shade are the characteristics of all art glass products.

Chip size: Random, 1/8” thickness. Sheet size: 13” x 12 1/4”

Products shown above are a full sheet.
Silhouette

Inspired by ancient story of “hourglass”, a distinct new Tessera glass shape named Silhouette. The 3-D color swirl, of our art glass, is embedded in this uniquely shaped glass to make this collection stand out.

Private Viewing XCM220  Fresh Approach XCM225  Notoriety XCM228
Unrefined XCM209  Photo Finish XCM223  On Display XCM226
Scandal XCM229  Liberated XCM231  Inspiration X00123

Chip size: 1 3/8” x 3”, 1/4” thickness. Sheet size: 12 1/2” x 13 1/2”  Products shown above are a full sheet
Chip size: 1 3/8” x 3”, 1/4” thickness. Sheet size: 12 1/2” x 13 1/2” Products shown above are a full sheet
The Earth & Art series is an inspiring and innovative synthesis of art glass and stone. Carefully blended to harmonize the natural veins of stone with the swirls and texture of our art glass. Earth & Art is an elegant centerpiece for classic and modern environments alike.
Chip size: 1” x 1” (25mm x 25mm), 1/4” thickness. Sheet size: 12 1/2” x 12 1/2”
Products shown above are one quarter of a full sheet
Created in a larger format, the Earth & Art Offset series combines the natural veining and texture of stone with the swirls and character of our art glass for a natural yet finished look every time.

Chip size: 1” x 4”, 1/4” thickness. Sheet size: 13 4/5” x 12”
Products shown above are a full sheet.
Linea brings together our art glass in a larger format allowing various designs that are essential and pleasing to the eye. Variation in color, swirl and shade are the characteristic of all art glass products.
The Geo Collection utilizes the classic expression of art glass in a modern design by creating patterns that are both unique and visually appealing. Variation in color, swirl and shade are the characteristic of all art glass products.

Chip size: 5/8” x 2”, 1” x 1”, 1/4” thickness. Sheet size: 12 3/4” x 12” Products shown above are a full sheet.
With the perfect combination of our JewelStone art glass, in various colors and finishes, Blended Ice offers exceptional design possibilities. Variation in color, swirl and shade are the characteristic of all art glass products.

Chip size: 1” x 1”, 1/4” thickness. Sheet size: 12 1/2” x 12 1/2”
Products shown above are one quarter of a full sheet.
Elegant and unique, our JewelStone collection is created by introducing color while in its molten state, making what is known a true “art glass”. Variation in color, swirl and shade are the characteristic of all art glass products.

Chip size: 1" x 1", 1/4" thickness. Sheet size 12 1/2" x 12 1/2"

Products shown above are one quarter of a full sheet.
A contemporary articulation of the JewelStone collection, the Braided JewelStone features our art glass in translucent chips with three-dimensional streaks and swirls in a 5/8” x 2” brick pattern bringing the classic expression of art glass to a modern design-oriented size.
By uniquely mixing colors and textures of our art glass in a micro size, the Gemstone Blend Collection evokes richness for all the senses. Variation in color, swirl and texture are the characteristics of all art glass.

Chip size: 5/8” x 5/8”, 1/4” thickness. Sheet size: 12” x 12”

Photos shown above are one quarter of a full sheet.
Our Sparkle Glass mosaic offers a wide palette of colors that evokes the richness of semi-precious stones. Small sizing creates a delicate effect while the randomly mixed art glass creates a style that ranges from traditional to contemporary.
The ancient art of cut glass offers unlimited design options in color, form, and size. Murano Vena's unique surface finishes and color create rich and elegant expressions in a timeless artisan tradition.
Chip size: Random, 1/8" thickness. Sheet size: 13" x 12 1/4" Products shown above are a full sheet
Utilizing over 15 years of experience in creating stained glass lamps and pears, Hirsch Glass Corp. proudly crafts the Signature Glass Mosaic Series. Unique and captivating designs combined with our beautiful stained glass create the utmost level of sophistication.
Chip size: Random - handcut, 1/8" thickness. Sheet size: 12" x 12", 15 1/4" x 12", 16" x 12"

Chip size: Random - handcut, 1/8" thickness. Sheet size: 12" x 12", 17" x 13 3/4"
Products shown above are a full sheet
Chip size: Random cut, 1/8” thickness. Sheet size: 12” x 12”
Products shown above are a full sheet.

Installing a handcrafted art glass mural in an entryway, reception, kitchen, bathroom or the bottom of a pool is a great way to brand a company logo, town seal, club emblem or your home. We can use almost any picture and recreate it into a glorious glass mural.
Created through a new technology proprietary to Hirsch Glass, these magnificent panels express the full beauty and drama of ‘art glass’. Embedded marbelized color is fused in a translucent body and can be cut to size. Standard or custom proportions, this collection captures dynamic coloration and movement in a masterpiece of ‘art glass’.

Panel size up to 28” W x 94” H, laminated with clear tempered glass. Thickness 3/8” to 1”